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The world has entered the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, and its intensity is
significantly higher than that of the first wave of early 2020. Many countries or regions have
been forced to start the second round of lockdowns. To respond rapidly to this global
pandemic, dozens of COVID-19 vaccine candidates have been developed and many are
undergoing clinical testing. Evaluating and defining effective vaccine candidates for human
use is crucial for prioritizing vaccination programs against COVID-19. In this review, we
have summarized and analyzed the efficacy, immunogenicity and safety data from clinical
reports on different COVID-19 vaccines. We discuss the various guidelines laid out for the
development of vaccines and the importance of biological standards for comparing the
performance of vaccines. Lastly, we highlight the key remaining challenges, possible
strategies for addressing them and the expected improvements in the next generation of
COVID-19 vaccines.
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INTRODUCTION

As of January 2021, the cumulative number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 worldwide has
reached nearly 100 million, and the death toll has exceeded 2 million (1). The astounding speed of
COVID-19 vaccine development as a counter-measure is unparalleled in the history of vaccine
development (2). In addition, COVID-19 is the first disease where hundreds of institutions and
companies are engaged in research for producing effective vaccines from multiple platforms
established in-parallel. By the end of 2020, more than 60 vaccines entered the clinic trials, with
13 in Phase 3 clinical trials (3), among which mRNA vaccines (Pfizer-BioNTech, Moderna),
recombinant adenovirus vectored vaccines (AstraZeneca, Cansino, Gamaleya, Johnson Pharm) and
inactivated vaccines (Sinopharm, Sinovac), have made the fastest progress. As of the end of 2020,
nine candidate vaccines have been authorized for human use in many countries (4–11). On the last
day of 2020, theWHO authorized Pfizer vaccines for emergency use worldwide, opening the door to
mass vaccination programs against COVID-19 (12). The approval of these vaccines provides a tool
for global control of the COVID-19 epidemic. Never in the history of human vaccines have so many
vaccines been developed and entered the clinical research in such a short period of time and
obtained authorization for emergency use or conditional marketing.

An ideal vaccine should confer effective protection for a long time, possess a good safety profile,
should be affordable and be easily accessible to all (13). It is difficult to develop vaccines with such
org April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 6693391
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attributes in a short time. Due to the unprecedented nature of the
epidemic and the subsequent urgency shown in the research and
development, the antigen construction and production processes
of the COVID-19 vaccines developed for emergency use have not
been fully optimized. How to scientifically dissect and evaluate
the current COVID-19 vaccine candidates developed from
different technical platforms, and then select vaccines suitable
for their own country to contain the COVID-19 epidemic as
quickly as possible, remains the most critical challenge faced by
many countries across the world. Scientific evaluation of the
COVID-19 vaccines is particularly important for regulatory
agencies in various countries for (i) prioritization of safe and
effective vaccines among a large number of vaccines under
clinical trials (ii) aiding in deciding on an effective vaccine for
non-inferiority trials to develop second-generation vaccines (14).

In this paper, we have reviewed and analyzed the clinical
reports of different COVID-19 vaccines and have found that the
currently developed COVID-19 vaccines differ significantly in
their effectiveness and safety. Based on the results of the
published studies, the vaccines could be improved by
optimizing antigen design, screening adjuvants, testing
different formulations, and exploring alternative vaccination
regimens. Sequential immunization is likely to further improve
the protective immune responses and safety profiles of the
currently developed COVID-19 vaccines. The studies highlight
the need to develop vaccines effective against newly emerging
variant strains and with longer duration of immunity. The
criteria and reference standards described by various regulatory
bodies for COVID-19 vaccine evaluation are reviewed in this
paper, which could be adopted and can be beneficial for vaccine
development by developers as well as manufacturers.
FEATURES AND STATUS OF DIFFERENT
COVID-19 VACCINE PLATFORMS

To quickly respond to the COVID-19 pandemic, a broad range
of COVID-19 vaccine candidates have been investigated using
various technologies and platforms including, nucleic acid
(DNA, RNA) vaccines, viral vectored vaccines, inactivated
vaccines, protein subunit and live attenuated vaccines (15, 16).
The research status of currently developed COVD-19 vaccines
can be checked at the WHO website (https://www.who.int/) and
Clinical Trial website (https://clinicaltrials.gov/). Efforts have
been primarily focused on targeting the viral cellular entry
mechanism and various strategies on presenting the related
antigens have been studied for the first wave of vaccines (17–
21). The core ingredients of the current COVID-19 vaccines are
mainly the Spike (S) protein (such as mRNA-1273, BNT162b2,
Ad26.COV2.S, AZD1222, Ad5-nCoV, Sputnik V, NVX-
Cov2373, SCB-2019, INO-4800, etc.) or Receptor Binding
Domain (RBD) in S (such as ZF2001, BNT162b1, ARcoVax,
etc.) in order to induce corresponding antibody to block the
entry of SARS-CoV-2 into host cell. To improve the quality and
quantity of vaccine-induced antibodies targeting the functionally
relevant epitopes, strategies to stabilize the S protein in its pre-
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 2
fusion conformation and enhance pre-fusion S protein
expression have been adopted by vaccine developers (19).

Nucleic Acid Vaccine
There are 7 mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines and 10 DNA-
based COVID-19 vaccines in clinical trials. In addition, 38
nucleic acid vector-based vaccines (23 mRNA vaccines, 15
DNA vaccines) are undergoing preclinical research (3). Among
these, mRNA vaccines BNT162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech) and
mRNA-1273 (Moderna) are the first ones to have been
approved for conditional marketing or emergency use by FDA,
EMA and MHRA (4–6, 8, 10, 22). The speed of the development
of mRNA vaccines was described as “lightning fast” by Nature
journal (2). Both BNT162b2 (23) and mRNA-1273 (24) encode a
full-length S protein, which is stabilized to pre-fusion
conformation by two proline substitutions (K986 and V987)
(S-2P) in cleavage site. The salient features of mRNA vaccines
are: (i) Translation of mRNA occurs in the cytoplasm to avoid
the risk of any genome integration. (ii) Both T cell and antibody
responses are triggered. (iii) Rapid development and large-scale
mass production can be achieved. Some of the drawbacks include
the requirement of a delivery system or material for the entry of
mRNA into the cell. In addition, mRNA is inherently unstable,
requiring low temperature and ultra-low temperature storage
and transportation. Such facilities are unlikely to be available in
many developing countries, which could prevent the use of such
effective vaccines in these countries (25).

DNA vaccine is another type of nucleic acid vaccine. The
DNA vaccine INO-4800 developed by Inovio in the United
States is making the fastest progress and is in phase 2 clinical
trials. The strategy for INO-4800 included the insertion of the
full-length sequence of the SARS-CoV-2 spike sequence into the
pGX0001 plasmid vector for expressing S protein in host cells for
eliciting specific immune responses. The advantages of this
platform include: (i) S protein from multiple strains of SARS-
CoV-2 can be cloned and screened simultaneously. (ii) Potent T
cell and antibody-based immune responses can be induced;
though the titers of antibodies induced are relatively low. (iii)
The synthetic DNA vaccines are stable and can be stored at room
temperature for 1 year or longer. However, there is a theoretical
risk of gene integration while using DNA vaccines, but that has
not been confirmed (26). Till January 2021, only Inovio has
reported the immunogenicity results of the phase I clinical trials
of its DNA vaccine. The sero-conversion rate of neutralizing
antibodies reported was above 80% (27).

Viral Vectored Vaccine
A variety of viral vectors like adenovirus, influenza, measles,
ankara pox virus (MVA), and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)
have been used in the development of COVID-19 vaccines.
Amongst these, adenovirus vectored vaccines account for 1/3rd
of the total number of vaccines being developed and have made
the fastest progress (3). The characteristics of this vaccine
platform include: (i) It mimics natural course of the infection
to a certain extent, expressing antigens in the cell. Hence, strong
humoral and cytotoxic immune responses are induced. (ii) The
pre-existing or vaccine-elicited immune response against the
April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 669339
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viral vector limits its efficacy. (iii) There is a risk of gene
integration, but it has not been confirmed. There are currently
three vaccines of this type: “ Type 5 Adenovirus- vectored Ebola
Vaccine “ (28), “VSV-Vectored Ebola Vaccine” (29) and “Yellow
Fever Virus-Vectored Dengue Vaccine”, which have been
conditionally approved for use in high-risk population groups.
However, this type of vaccine has neither been used as a
preventive vaccine in humans at a large scale nor tested for a
long period before. Therefore, the efficacy and safety need to be
continuously monitored.

At the end of 2020, there were four adenovirus vectored
vaccines that entered phase 3 clinical trials, including AZD1222
(AstraZeneca) (30, 31), Ad5-nCoV(Cansino) (32), Sputnik V
(Gamaleya) (33) and Ad26.COV2.S (Johnson Pharm) (34). All
these four adenovirus-vectored COVID-19 vaccines were
designed to express the full-length S protein. Amongst,
Ad26.COV2.S encodes a stabilized S protein with furin
cleavage site mutations and two proline substitutions (35).
Among them, Sputnik V was registered on 11 August 2020 by
the Russian Ministry of Health as Gam-COVID-Vac for human
use (9), and AZD1222 was officially approved by MHRA for
conditional marketing authorization in December 2020 (7). Prior
exposure of the population to the vectors employed has a bearing
on the induction of immune responses. For instance, the
chimpanzee adenovirus ChAdOx1 used by AstraZeneca is
characterized by low pre-existing immunity against the vector
among the population (36); Furthermore, human adenovirus
serotype 26 (Ad26) used by Johnson Pharm exhibits lower
seroprevalence in humans and can bypass the pre-existing
immunity against adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5), making it an
attractive vaccine vector alternative (37); Lastly, Sputnik V is a
combined vectored vaccine based on Ad26 and Ad5, which
theoretically combines the advantages of the two vectors and
avoid pre-existing immunity against vaccine vector caused by
homologous prime-boost. In addition to adenovirus, there are
many other types of viral vectored vaccines undergoing clinical
research. MERCK’s two COVID-19 vaccines, V590 and V591,
are developed basing on VSV and measles virus, respectively, but
were eventually discontinued for poor immunogenicity appeared
in Phase 1 trial (38).

Inactivated Vaccine
Inactivated vaccines are traditional and classic vaccine types.
There are currently 10 inactivated vaccines in clinical trials of
which Chinese companies account for 5 of them (3). The
inactivated vaccines BBIBP-CorV and CoronaVac developed
by Sinopharm and Sinovac, respectively, lead the pack and
have already been approved for conditional marketing
authorization in several countries by the end of 2020 (11). The
BBV152, inactivated vaccine developed by Bharat Biotech in
India, is the fifth inactivated vaccine that entered clinical trials
(39), and has also been approved for emergency use in India. As
one of the classic vaccine platforms, purified inactivated vaccine
has been widely used to protect humans against rabies, polio,
hepatitis B, influenza and other viruses. The safety profiles of
these inactivated vaccines have been thoroughly tested and
confirmed by mass immunization programs. A number of
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 3
development and evaluation standards have been designed
based on experience gained from the use of these vaccines. The
manufacturing processes are mature for the large scale
production of inactivated vaccines. Although, inactivated
vaccines offer many advantages, they generally manifest
moderate immunogenicity and require to be assisted by
adjuvants and more than one dose of booster immunization.
Moreover, specialized facilities like biosafety level 3 laboratories
(BSL-3) are needed, limiting many countries from performing
research and developing the vaccines independently.

Recombinant Protein Vaccine
According to the statistics of WHO, among the COVID-19
vaccines being developed using different platforms, about 1/3rd
of vaccines in clinical trials are recombinant protein vaccines (3).
The expression systems used for COVID-19 recombinant
protein vaccines in clinical and preclinical phase include nearly
all currently available expression systems, such as yeast, E. coli,
Expi293F cells, CHO cells, tobacco, and insect cells. The types of
antigens expressed for the vaccines include RBD-monomer,
RBDdimer, RBD-trimer, S1 protein, S protein and S-trimer.
Vaccine adjuvants like Al(OH)3, AS01/AS03, Quil-A,
monophosphoryl lipid A(MPL), Freund’s complete adjuvant,
CpG, and Matrix M, Advax™, AgnHB have been tested (3,
40–45). Novavax’s NVX-Cov2373 leads ahead among protein
subunit vaccines. It contains a prefusion S-trimer antigen with
common PP substitutions and mutations at the S1–S2 polybasic
cleavage site from RRAR to SRAG or QQAQ to render it
protease resistant (46). Clover’s vaccine SCB-2019 is also a S-
trimer vaccine. Different with NVX-Cov2373, the preparation of
SCB-2019 relies on antigen fused in-frame to Trimer-Tag and
subsequent self-trimerization of Trimer-Tag (47). While ZF2001,
another leading protein vaccine, comprises a homogeneous
RBD-dimers as a tandem-repeat single chain (40). Such
antigen designs highly improved the immunogenicity and
stabil ity of subunit vaccines. Many developers and
manufactures are focusing on developing recombinant protein
vaccines because of the following advantages: (i) Specialized
facilities like BSL-3 are not required and the expression of the
recombinant protein can be easily scaled up. (ii) Adjuvants can
be added to the formulation to bolster immunogenicity. (iii) The
vaccines have good safety profiles since there are no live
components; reactogenicity and side effects are mainly related
to adjuvants.

Live Attenuated Vaccine
Live attenuated vaccines (LAV) can be prepared and
manufactured by means of “cold adaptation”, recombination,
or reverse genetics. However, the time required for the
processing of the virus is long. Currently, only one LAV has
entered clinical trials, and two others are undergoing preclinical
studies (48). COVI-VAC (NCT04619628), which is being
developed by the Serum Institute of India and the American
biotechnology company Codagenix, is in the advanced stages of
development. COVI-VAC utilizes a computer algorithm to
recode and de-optimize the SARS-CoV-2 virus specifically by
introducing hundreds of mutations in the viral genome and
April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 669339
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removing the furin cleavage site (49). A similar technology has
been used in the development of Respiratory syncytial virus
(RSV), influenza, and dengue fever vaccines, and the safety of
such an approach has been confirmed. Its advantages include: (i)
The vaccine protein structure is identical to that of the live virus
particles, and can induce immunity against total proteins from
the whole virus. (ii) The risk of disease enhancement is low.
However, LAV requires an extensive accessory testing regimen
for establishing safety and efficacy. There are currently no
clinical safety and effectiveness data for these kinds of COVID-
19 vaccines.
EFFICACY, IMMUNOGENICITY, AND
SAFETY OF VACCINES PRODUCED FROM
DIFFERENT COVID-19 VACCINE
PLATFORMS

Vaccine Efficacy
At present, most developers & manufacturers set the laboratory-
confirmed COVID-19 as the primary endpoint for Phase 3
clinical trials, which is the most effective indicator to evaluate
the protective efficacy of vaccines. At the end of 2020, protection
data of 8 vaccines from 4 platforms have been published. The
efficacy of these vaccines, referred to as VE henceforth, ranges
from 50.38% to 95%. Remarkable VEs of 95% for Pfizer mRNA
vaccine, and 94.1% for Moderna mRNA vaccine have been
reported (50, 51). Adenovirus vectored vaccine Sputnik V,
Ad26.COV2.S and Ad5-nCoV exhibited VE of 91.6%, 66% and
65.7%, respectively (52). Interestingly, AstraZeneca reported a
90% VE for its adenovirus vectored vaccine when a low dose
prime, and standard dose boost regimen was employed, which
went down to 62.1% for a standard dose prime and standard dose
boost regimen of vaccination (53). The efficacy of Novavax
recombinant subunit vaccine reported for the phase 3 clinical
trial conducted in UK was 89.3% (54). while those for the
inactivated vaccines of Sinopharm and Sinovac were 79.34%
and 50.38%, respectively (55).

The following highlights emerge from the currently published
VEs -

1) All reported VEs are higher than the 50% criterion required by
WHO, FDA and EMA, indicating that the currently
developed COVID-19 vaccines are efficacious against
symptomatic COVID-19 in early stage (about 2-3 months)
after vaccination (56–58). However, the long-term protective
effect of the approved vaccines is currently unknown.

2) The VE reported for elderly population is relatively lower.
This is concerning because the elderly are more susceptible to
SARS-CoV-2 and show a higher death rate (59, 60). Most
published data for current vaccines show relatively lower VE
for the elderly (50, 53). Moderna mRNA vaccine showed a
95.6% VE for people younger than 65, but the VE dropped to
86.4% for people over 65. Pfizer mRNA vaccine showed a VE
of 94.7% in the elderly population over 65, which is
comparable to that observed in younger population (51).
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3) The evidences for VE can be unreliable due to complicated
demographic characteristics, such as population and
geography. Exploratory subgroup analysis of BNT162b2
(Pfizer-BioNTech) showed a lower VE in Brazilian
recipients (87.7%) than those in US (94.9%) and
Argentinian recipients (97.2%) (51). The VE of CoronaVac
(Sinovac) was reported as 91.25% in Turkey and 86% in UAE,
respectively. While Brazil announced an overall 50.38%
efficacy against COVID-19 for CoronaVac, and 78% against
mild symptoms, which is far lower than that reported in
Turkey (61). Above results indicate that the differences caused
by population or geography do exist. AZD1222 (AstraZeneca)
showed similar vaccine efficacy in SD/SD group in UK and
Brazilian recipients, generalized from two diverse settings
with different timings for the booster dose. The
immunization interval between the two doses in the UK
trial was mostly >12 weeks, while that in Brazil was less
than 6 weeks. Interestingly, a significantly different efficacy of
protection was exhibited by the first standard dose during
immunization in the above two nations (71.2% in Brazil and
55% in UK). However, vaccine efficacy in UK recipients
reached a comparable level with that in Brazil after the
booster dose. Therefore, it is likely that a longer interval
between the two doses of the vaccine might increase the
immune protection (53).

4) VEs were affected by locally circulating variants. In the end of
2020, South Africa announced the emergency of a new variant
B.1.351 (62, 63), and P.1 variant (64) was also found being
prevalent in Brazil. Both variants contain mutations of
E484K, K417T, and N501Y. E484K have been shown to
reduce neutralization sensitivity of vaccine sera against
SARS-CoV-2 (65, 66). NVX-CoV2373 developed by
Novavax resulted in a point estimate of total VE of 89.3%,
while 49.4% was reported in a Phase 2b clinical trial
conducted in South Africa (67). Janssen ’s vaccine
Ad26.COV2.S resulted in 66% effective overall in preventing
moderate to severe COVID-19, and reduced to 57% in South
Africa (68). Recently, AstraZeneca-Oxford conducted a
multicenter, double-blind, randomized, controlled trial to
assess the safety and efficacy of ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 in
South Africa, dedicating a VE of 21.9% overall and 10.4%
against B.1.351 (31). Therefore, the circulating variants
combined with geography factor greatly affect the calculated
VE of vaccine candidates.

5) The dose and dosage influence the efficacy of the vaccine. The
virus vectored vaccine is generally considered for application
as a single-dose regimen to avoid compromising the
immunogenicity of the second dose of the vaccine by the
immune response against the viral vector elicited by the first
dose. Although the AstraZeneca adenovirus vectored vaccine
used a two-dose immunization regimen, the interim phase 3
clinical report showed that one standard dose provided
similar protection as two standard doses regimen, with 55%
(1 dose) and 60.3% (2 doses) VE in the UK recipients, and
71.2% (1 dose) and 64.2% (2 doses) VE in Brazilian recipients
(53). Interestingly, cutting down half of the first dose of
April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 669339
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AZD1222 induced a protection of 90%, which was higher
than the VE of 60.3% provided by two standard doses
regimen in UK recipients. These statistics suggest that the
adenovirus vaccine immunization schedule could be further
optimized.
Immunogenicity
Neutralizing Antibody
Neutralizing antibody (NtAb) titer is the most common correlate
of protection against viral vaccines. The NtAb titer is highly
correlated with protective effect and the durability of the
protection. Results of previous studies on monoclonal
antibodies and convalescent sera, as well as the tests conducted
in animal models, have all confirmed the role of neutralizing
antibodies in conferring protection against COVID-19 (69–71).
Lilly’s neutralizing antibody bamlanivimab (LY-CoV555) has
received the FDA emergency use authorization for the
treatment of recently diagnosed COVID-19, and the data of
phase 3 clinical trials have confirmed the potential of NtAbs in
the prevention of COVID-19 (72, 73). Neutralizing antibody
responses to SARS-CoV-2 in COVID-19 inpatients and
convalescent patients were tested and the results showed that
the NtAb titers were above 160 in more than 93% of the
convalescent sera (74, 75). According to the results of clinical
trials, the Geometric Mean Titer (GMT) of NtAb vary for
different vaccine candidates. The recombinant protein vaccines
developed by Clover and Novavax induced the highest
neutralizing antibody GMTs of 3320 and 3906, respectively
(76, 77). Comparatively, the GMTs of mRNA vaccines like
those of Moderna and Pfizer stand at 654.3 and 361,
respectively (50, 51, 78, 79). The neutralizing antibody GMT
induced by various inactivated vaccines falls in the range of 50-
300 (39, 80–82) (Table 1).

Differences in the type of viral strains and methods used for
NtAb measurement, hamper the direct comparison of the results
obtained by different labs and introduce bias in the real
immunogenicity data of COVID-19 vaccine candidates.
Comparing vaccine-induced NtAb with convalescent sera can
eliminate the differences caused by different materials and
methods used to a certain extent. Accordingly, we summarized
the neutralizing antibody data for vaccinated and convalescent
sera from clinical trial reports (Table 1) and the ratios of NtAb
GMTs of vaccinated sera to convalescent sera were calculated.
The descending order of the vaccines based on the resultant
ratios starting from the highest to the lowest is as follows -
mRNA-1273, NVX-CoV2373, BNT162b2, SCB-2019+AS03,
AZD1222, ZF2001, Ad26.COV2.S, Sputnik V, BBV152, BBIBP-
CorV, and CoranaVac. The numbers for convalescent sera for
the inactivated vaccine from Sinopharm (Wuhan), Ad5-nCoV
from Cansino and INO-4800 from Inovio were unavailable
during the time of the calculation of the ratios. A rough
analysis by our group shows that the efficacy of current vaccine
candidates is related to the levels of GMT of neutralizing
antibody to some degree, but the lack or inconsistency of
convalescent sera control might make the correlation unreliable.
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 5
The neutralizing antibody level induced by different vaccines
originating from the same platform vary. The impediments in
evoking strong immune responses by vaccines can be overcome
by optimizing antigens, adjuvants, immunization schemes,
manufacturing processes, etc.

1) The levels of neutralizing antibodies induced by the three
adenovirus vectored vaccines are quite different due to the
different types of vectors and immunization procedures
applied in clinical trials (1 dose for Ad5; 2 doses for
ChAdOx1; 1-2 doses for Ad26; 1 dose each for Ad5 and
Ad26). Data from the published reports of the clinical trials
shows that the neutralizing antibody GMT varies from 18·3 to
827 for these vaccines (30, 32, 33, 85).

2) Moderna’s mRNA technology has been previously applied
for the development of vaccines against influenza and Zika
viruses (86, 87). Those vaccines showed poor immunogenicity
at the early stage, owing to sub-optimal antigen design. The
optimized candidate later showed better immunogenicity.
Thus, the first generation of COVID-19 mRNA vaccine
could be further improved by optimization of the primary
sequence of antigens and trying out different immunization
regimens.

3) The immunogenicity of recombinant COVID-19 protein
vaccine can be improved by novel adjuvant. Novavax
utilizes a new adjuvant Matrix M. The NtAb GMT of low
dose group for this vaccine formulation was 3906 (76).
Clover, in collaboration with GSK developed an AS03
adjuvanted subunit vaccine, and the NtAb level of high-
dose group reached 3900 for this vaccine (77). Both
vaccines adjuvanted by novel adjuvants seem to elicit higher
NtAbs than ZF2001, which adjuvanted by a classical but
much safer Alum adjuvant.
Cellular Immunity
Cellular immunity is necessary for generation of neutralizing
antibodies and plays an important role in controlling SARS-
CoV-2 infection (71). The Th1 immune response is set as one of
the key points for vaccine evaluation by WHO Candidate
Vaccine Prioritization Working Group (13). We compared the
capacity of several vaccines to induce IFN-g-secreting T-cell
response, and the results showed that adenovirus vectored
vaccines and mRNA vaccines induced relatively strong cellular
immune responses (SFU:1187-100) (Table 1), higher than those
of other types of vaccines. Comparatively, the two inactivated
vaccines reported a T-cell response data that were relatively
weaker (SFU:55) (Table 1). The recombinant protein vaccines
vary in activating T-cell responses and they are dependent on the
different adjuvants used (Table 1). It is important to further
verify the correlationship between activation of T-cell response
and protective effect of COVID-19 vaccines.

Safety
The safety profiles of different types of COVID-19 vaccines are
quite different. The incidences of local and systemic adverse
April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 669339
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TABLE 1 | Summarization of the clinical data for current advanced COVID-19 vaccine candidates.

Immunogenicity Adverse Reactions (%)

NtAb T cell:IFN-g
(SFUs/1×106)

Local Systemic

654.3
(PRNT80)

0.1%
(flowcytometry)

1st: 84.2
2nd: 88.9

1st: 54.9
2nd: 79.4

361
(mNG-NT50)

1000 1st: ≥83
2nd: ≥78

1st: ≥47
2nd: ≥59

161-193
(MNT80)

797-1187 88 86

18.3
(MNT50)

100 ≥56 ≥44

49.25
(MNT50)

1.3%
(flowcytometry)

≥40 ≥95

1st: 277-321
2nd: 827
(MNT50)

0.08%-0.09% 64 65

282.7
(MNT50)

— ≥12 and ≤18 ≥4 and ≤18

65.4
(MNT50)

55 16.7-23.3 12.5-15.8

247
(PRNT50)

— 15.5 4.8

66.4(MNA50)
≈120(PRNT50)

55 5 14

3906
(MNT99)

≈0%-1.5%
(flowcytometry)

1st: 69.2
2nd: 91.7

1st: 46.1
2nd: 65.4

102.5
(MNT50)

≈8 ≥9 and ≤48 ≥8 and ≤48

1810-3320
(MNT50)

≈0.1%
(flowcytometry)

1st: 50
2nd: 68.8

1st: 25
2nd: 56.3

102.3
(PRNT50)

46 10
(vaccine related)

0
(vaccine related)

Test.
s are different for each vaccine candidate, and the results are incomparable. The table is for reference only.
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Platforms Vaccines (Developers) Phase Regimen Efficacy (%)

mRNA mRNA -1273
(Moderna) (50, 78)

3 Day 0 + 28
100mg

94.1

BNT162b2
(BioNTech) (51, 79)

3 Day 0 + 28
30mg

95.0

Adenovirus
vectored

AZD1222
(AstraZeneca) (30, 53)

3 Day 0 + 28
5×1010vp

70.4 (Total)
90 (LD/SD)
60.3 (SD/SD)

Ad5-nCoV
(CanSino) (32, 83)

3 Day 0
5×1010vp

65.7

Sputnik V
(Gamaleya) (33)

3 Day 0 + 21
1×1011vp

91.6

Ad26.COV2.S
(Janssen Pharm) (34)

3 Day 0 + 56
5×1010vp

66

Inactivated BBIBP-CorV
(Beijing, Sinopharm) (80)

3 Day 0 + 21
4mg

79.34

CoronaVac
(Sinovac) (82)

3 Day 0 + 14
Day 0 + 28
3mg

91.25 (Turkey)
86 (UAE)

50.38 (Brazil)
Inactivated
(Wuhan, Sinopharm) (81)

3 Day 0 + 21
5mg

72.51

BBV152
(Bharat Biotech) (39)

3 Day 0 + 14
6mg

—

Recombinant
subunit

NVX-CoV2373
(Novavax) (76)

3 Day 0 + 21
5mg

89.3

ZF2001
(Zhifei Longcom) (84)

3 Day 0 + 28+56
25mg

—

SCB-2019
(Clover) (77)

2/3 Day 0 + 21
9mg

—

DNA INO-4800
(Inovio) (27)

2/3 Day 0 + 28
1mg

—

1. NtAb, Neutralizing Antibody; SFUs, Spot Forming Units; MNT, Micro-neutralization Test; PRNT, Plaque Reduction Neutralization
2. All data were collected from the current released reports for each vaccine. The measurement methods and detection virus strain
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reactions (AR) are relatively higher in mRNA vaccines and
adenovirus vaccines (Local: 88.9%-40%, Systemic: 86%-44%).
The side-effects were lowest in inactivated vaccines (Local:
23.3%-5%, Systemic: 18%-4%). However, the AR rate of
recombinant protein vaccines varies greatly as different
adjuvants are used (Local: 91.7%-9%; Systemic: 65.4-8%).
Safety and the level of neutralizing antibodies induced are
inversely related, and the AR rate noted in the elderly is lower
than that of adults.

Novel adjuvants and delivery materials used in mRNA
vaccines and recombinant vaccines seem to increase side
effects, especially after the second dose, which needs to be
investigated further for improving the vaccine.

1) ARs noted for the Moderna and Pfizer-BioNTech mRNA
vaccines increased after the second dose. The local and
systemic ARs in the median dose groups of Moderna were
88.9%(Local), 79.4%(Systemic); and those for Pfizer vaccines
were >79%(Local), and >59%(Systemic) (50, 51, 88). Severe
allergic reactions have been reported after the administration
of the two vaccines (89, 90). This raises a safety concern in
population and may impact vaccination compliance. Coated
liposomes are considered as the main cause of ARs, and how
to improve the packaging and delivery system is crucial for
enhancing the safety profile of mRNA vaccines (91). In
addition, vaccine design can also affect vaccine safety.
Pfizer-BioNTech designed two mRNA vaccines for clinical
trials, namely BNT162b2 and BNT162b1. BNT162b1 encodes
the trimerized receptor binding domain, while BNT162b2
encodes full length spike, modified by two proline mutations
to lock it in the prefusion conformation (79). Phase 1 clinical
data showed that the two vaccines induced similar dose-
dependent neutralizing antibody titers, and the titer was
equivalent to or higher than that of convalescent serum.
However, the incidence and severity of systemic reactions
caused by BNT162b2, especially in the elderly, were
lower (79).

2) ARs of Novavax and Clover vaccine are significantly increased
after the second dose. The AR rate of Novavax recombinant
vaccine with Matrix M adjuvant (69.2% local; 46.1% systemic)
was comparable with that of the Clover vaccine with GSK
AS03 adjuvant (68.8% local and 56.3% systemic). The ARs
of those two vaccines aforementioned are higher than that
of Zhifei vaccine adjuvanted with alum (total ARs <48%)
(76, 77, 84).

Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) and vaccine-
associated disease enhancement (VADE) are two major public
concerns in vaccine safety evaluation. ADE is mainly mediated
by antibody Fc receptor-associated internalization of a virus.
VADE is a disease situation associated vaccine, mainly attributed
to antibody-dependent and type 2 T helper cell-dependent
mechanisms. For safety consideration, a vaccine should be
highly effective in triggering high level of neutralizing antibody
and Th1 type cellular responses in vivo, and ADE as well as
VADE should be monitored in clinical and preclinical studies
(92). Fortunately, there is still no report revealing an ADE
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 7
phenomenon in the development process of current candidate
COVID-19 vaccines. Further studies should be conducted to
clarify the potential risk caused by ADE and VADE during
COVID-19 vaccines application.
CRITERION AND REFERENCE
STANDARDS ARE CRUCIAL IN COVID-19
VACCINE DEVELOPMENT AND
EVALUATION

Defining successful vaccines as well as identifying and applying
them widely are crucial for controlling the pandemic. A well-
defined effective vaccine identified from the “first wave” will set a
benchmark for the development of second-generation vaccines.
Criterion for evaluation and standards for immune response
measurement are two important considerations essential for
efficient, speedy, and reliable evaluation of a large number of
candidate vaccines against COVID-19.

Criterion for COVID-19 Vaccine Evaluation
In order to ensure the effectiveness and safety of COVID-19
vaccines, WHO, FDA, EUA, and NMPA have issued guidance
for industry at the early stage (56–58, 93), providing key
considerations for vaccine development, quality control and
clinical evaluation. Guidance points out that to ensure that a
widely deployed COVID-19 vaccine is effective, the primary
efficacy endpoint point estimate for a placebo-controlled efficacy
trial should be at least 50%, and the statistical success criterion
should be that the lower bound of the appropriately alpha-
adjusted confidence interval around the primary efficacy
endpoint point estimate is >30%. An inappropriate (relatively
lower) criteria set for the first generation of COVID-19 vaccine
can further influence the development of next generation vaccines.

The criterion for defining COVID-19 cases and the methods
used for diagnosis have a profound impact on the final calculated
vaccine efficacy (94, 95). At present, developers mainly use
symptoms, nucleic acid testing, and serological testing for case
determination, though there are no universal standards for case
collection and inclusion. Under the circumstance that multi-
countries and multi-enterprises are involved in COVID-19
vaccine research and development, the establishment of
relatively consistent diagnostic and case collection criteria for
clinical research can help obtain reliable and comparable efficacy
data for vaccines.

Standards for COVID-19 Vaccine
Evaluation and Comparison
Although we comprehensively analyzed multiple platforms of
COVID-19 vaccines based on the clinical research data published
by various developers, the analyzed results could be unreliable
and incomparable because of instances where no standards that
could serve as reference points were incorporated in the studies
and where different methods were used for estimating
immunogenicity. This is a major obstacle in evaluating and
prioritizing current COVID-19 vaccine candidates from the
April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 669339
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available data. The establishment and incorporation of reference
standards for evaluating antibodies and antigens needs to
be implemented.

Recently, a variety of molecular and serological assays have
been developed for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 infection, the
measurement of antibody response to SARS-CoV-2 infection
and the tiers of antibodies induced by COVID-19 vaccines. The
WHO collaboration center for biological standardization and the
National Institute for Biological Standards and Control (NIBSC)
recently organized and completed the collaborative calibration of
mRNA and antibody standards (96–98), and endorsed a
proposal to develop a standard for SARS-CoV-2 antigens to
support the development, assessment and comparability of
antigen-based rapid diagnostic tests (99).

1) The First WHO International Standard for SARS-CoV-2 RNA
for nucleic acid amplification techniques (NAT) based assays
was established by the Committee with assigned unitage of
7.40 log10 IU/ampoule. The NAT-based assay is considered
the gold standard for accurate diagnosis of infection (98). The
establishment of nucleic acid standard is of great significance
not only for the facilitation of accurate diagnosis but also for
the comparability of clinical trial data.

2) The First WHO International Standard for anti-SARS-CoV-2
immunoglobulin was established with an assigned unitage of
250 IU/ampoule (neutralizing antibody activity). And, the
First WHO International Reference Panel of anti-SARS-CoV-
2 immunoglobulin was also established with no assigned
units. The availability of an International Standard for
ant ibodies to SARS-CoV-2 would fac i l i ta te the
standardization of SARS-CoV-2 serological methods and
allow for comparison and harmonization of datasets across
laboratories. This will help accurately determine whether the
antibody levels that are needed for effective protection are
elicited by vaccines. Previously, China’s NIFDC had
established the first COVID-19 national standard for
neutralizing antibody using convalescent serum, which can
be used for vaccine evaluation. In the future, secondary
standards may be established by other countries/regions. It
is recommended that the National Regulatory Authorities
(NRAs) and companies in vaccine production countries
harmonize their own secondary standards or in-house
standards to the international standards established by the
WHO to facilitate parallel comparison of vaccine induced
antibodies in different countries/regions.
SEQUENTIAL IMMUNIZATION STRATEGY
AND NEXT GENERATION VACCINE
DEVELOPMENT

Since there is variation in (i) the protection conferred by various
vaccines and (ii) the safety profile of vaccines developed for
emergency use, alternative strategies to mitigate the
shortcomings of the vaccines need to be investigated. Adoption
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 8
of a sequential immunization strategy may make up for the
deficiencies of existing vaccines to a certain extent. More
recently, another important issue regarding emergence of
mutant strains of SARS-CoV2 that have lowered the efficacy of
the vaccines has cropped up. A safer and more effective next-
generation COVID-19 vaccine that can effectively respond to
virus mutants should be developed to counter the threat posed by
viral variants.

Sequential Immunization Strategy
An in-depth analysis of the clinical data released for the first-
generation of COVID-19 vaccines unveils the following key
issues: (1) The immune responses and protective efficacies in
the elderly recipients are low, so are the adverse reaction rates.
(2) mRNA and recombinant protein vaccines developed with
new adjuvants produce high levels of neutralizing antibodies,
but the adverse reactions are also high, especially after the
second dose. (3) The inactivated vaccine has the lowest adverse
reaction rate, but the overall immune response is not strong.
(4) The T cell response of most adenovirus vaccines is
relatively good, but the level of neutralizing antibodies is not
high. How to strike a balance between the immunogenicity,
effectiveness and safety of vaccines is a key issue that should be
considered in the development of first-generation vaccines for
emergency use.

The sequential vaccine immunization strategy may be an
effective measure to solve the immunogenicity and safety
problems of emergency vaccines and improve the duration of
protection. This has been observed in studies on HIV vaccines.
Development of an effective HIV vaccine is considered to be
extremely difficult. In clinical research on HIV vaccines, there
has never been a single vaccine that could provide effective
protection. For the first time, the RV144 vaccine has passed
the initial vaccination efficacy of poxvirus, and the sequential
immunization strategy enhanced by the recombinant subunit
vaccine has achieved 31.2% protection efficiency (100). This
heterogeneous prime-boost strategy, also known as sequential
immunization strategy, has gradually attracted attention of
researchers. A large number of animal experiments have
confirmed that sequential immunization with different types of
vaccines can increase the intensity and breadth of the immune
response (101).

The outbreak of the COVID-19 epidemic has promoted the
rapid development of the vaccine industry. In just one year, more
than one hundred COVID-19 vaccines from various platforms
have entered clinical trials, which has laid the foundation for the
research and application of sequential immunization strategies.
The COVID-19 vaccines of different platforms have different
immunological characteristics. The use of heterologous vaccines
for sequential immunization can theoretically avoid boosting
immunization of non-target proteins and enhance the strength
of the immune response against the target antigen. Among the
various vaccines currently being researched and marketed, some
vaccines are mainly used to induce T cell responses, and some are
mainly used to induce antibody responses. By using vaccines
with different immune characteristics for sequential
April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 669339
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immunization, it is possible to obtain higher levels of antibody
response and T cell response. In addition, sequential
immunization may theoretically reduce the risk of ARs caused
by a second dose of a single vaccine. In particular, reports have
shown that the incidence of ARs increase when the second dose
of mRNA vaccine is administered (78, 79). However, it should be
noted that the US CDC has clearly pointed out that the safety and
effectiveness of mixed vaccination of different types of vaccines
have not been verified, and mixed vaccination is currently not
permitted, except under special circumstances. Although
availability of vaccines from different platforms makes a
compelling case for sequential immunization strategies, further
studies are required to ascertain the benefits of such a strategy for
COVID-19.

Next Generation Vaccine Development
The mRNA vaccine has more than 90% protection efficacy
against COVID-19 (50, 51). The underly mechanism involves
introducing the gene of the spike protein inside the host cell,
indicating that the immune response against the spike protein
can provide effective protection. However, the mutation-prone
nature of Spike protein puts a question mark on the duration of
vaccine protection and the effectiveness of the vaccine in the
future. Since the start of the COVID-19 epidemic, four variants
have been found, namely D614G (102) that appeared in late
January-February 2020, cluster 5 found in Danish mink from
June to August, 2020, B.1.1.7 “N501Y.V1”reported on December
14, 2020, in the United Kingdom (103), and B.1.351 “501Y.V2”
(104), that appeared on December 18, 2020, in South Africa.
Except for cluster 5, rest of the three mutant strains caused a
significant increase in the infectivity of the virus. Neutralization
studies showed that the convalescent serum’s ability to neutralize
B.1.351 was compromised, while the B.1.1.7 mutant strain was
still sensitive to neutralizing antibodies induced by ancestral
Spike vaccines (104–107). There is still concern whether the first-
generation vaccines can provide sufficient protection against the
mutant strains. Sera from recipients vaccinated 3 weeks
following the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech’s BNT162b2
vaccine showed reduced neutralizing titers against the full set
of Spike mutations present in the B.1.1.7 variant (108).
Neutralizing ability of the mRNA-1273 (Moderna) vaccinated
sera against variants were also tested using pseudovirus-based
neutralization assay. The results showed that the neutralizing
ability of mRNA-1273 vaccinated serum had no significant
changes for B.1.1.7, but dropped for B.1.351 (109). The
recombinant subunit vaccine NVX-CoV2373 showed
protective efficacy of 89.3% in phase 3 clinical trial conducted
in the United Kingdom and about 50% of infected recipients
turned out to be B.1.1.7 variant positive. Further analysis of UK
clinical data showed that NVX-CoV2373 has an efficacy of 95.6%
against the ancestral strain and 85.6% against the UK variant.
However, the efficacy in South African recipients dropped to 60%
because 90% of those recipients turned out to be B.1.351 variant
positive (54). At present, many other companies are testing the
neutralizing ability of their vaccine serum against variant strains,
which should also become a very important consideration in
vaccine evaluation.
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Developers and manufacturers should focus their efforts on
viral mutations and propose next generation vaccine
development strategies to deal with mutants. The next
generation COVID-19 vaccine should be recoded and prepared
according to circulating variants sequences. Alternatively,
immunogenetic conserved virus proteins, linear B cell epitopes
and MHC I/II restricted T cell epitopes screened by
bioinformatics approach (110–112) might provide novel
vaccine ideas for next generation vaccine design to combat
continuously virus mutation. The production processes of
vaccines for each platform differ. Recombinant nucleic acid
vaccines and recombinant virus vectored vaccines enter cells to
express antigens to stimulate the immune system. These types of
vaccines can be produced by introducing new sequences of
antigens into the genome and utilizing the existing production
facilities for manufacturing. In principle, as long as the new
sequence information is available, the vaccine can be redesigned
and synthesized. Because of the speed offered in design and
synthesis as well as the good immunogenicity of mRNA vaccine,
it stands out as the platform of choice for the urgent development
of COVID-19 vaccines. But, the uniqueness of the technology
limits the research and development by many companies/
institutes (23, 24). Compared to mRNA vaccine, the
production process for recombinant subunit vaccine is
relatively complicated, requiring transcription in in vitro to
generate immunogenic proteins. Adjustment of the
manufacturing processes for producing mutant proteins is not
as straight-forward and introduction of mutations could change
the immunogenicity of the protein. Inactivated vaccines require
the isolation of the new mutant strains in BSL-3 laboratories
before they can be amplified and inactivated to develop vaccines
for emerging novel variants. High-level biosafety production
facilities and strain resources are the main constraints (113, 114).
CONCLUSIONS

The COVID-19 pandemic is an event that has changed human
lifestyle and history. The development and application of COVID-
19 vaccines have also greatly changed the understanding of
vaccines, as well as led to revolutionary changes in the process
of vaccine development. The first generation of COVID-19
vaccines developed for emergency use have shown promise in
controlling the pandemic. Several deficiencies of the current lot of
vaccines are starting to emerge; in particular, the decreased efficacy
in elderly, higher incidences of adverse reactions noted for some
vaccines and reduced protection against mutant strains are of
concern. Sequential immunization strategy that has been studied
for many infectious disease vaccines might help mitigate many of
the shortcomings of the current lot of COVID-19 vaccines. A key
focus for the development of next generation of vaccines would be
enhanced protection against newly emerging mutants.
Standardization of measurements is essential for comparison of
efficacies of different vaccines. Regulatory authorities have already
established guidelines for the development and evaluation of
COVID-19 vaccines. They have also introduced standards that
could serve as references for evaluating the efficacy of vaccines.
April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 669339
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When implemented in clinical studies, these could facilitate the
comparison of the results of vaccines and aid in the prioritization
of vaccine candidates for mass vaccination campaigns.
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